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SOME CONSEQUENCES OF dim proj Q(A)< «

CAROL M. KNIGHTEN1

Abstract. Let X be an affine variety over a field k and x a

point on X. We are interested in relating the properties of Q(X)X,

the Kahler module of differentials of x, with geometric properties

of X at x. Lipman has given necessary and sufficient conditions

for Q(X)X to be respectively torsion free and reflexive in the case

where X is locally a complete intersection at x. We give a general-

ization of these results for the case where the projective dimension

(dim proj) of Sl(X)x is finite.

1. Throughout A^ = Spec A will be an affine variety over a perfect

ground field k; that is A is a finitely generated ¿-algebra without

nonzero nilpotents. x will denote a point on X with local ring R.

Recall that for any ¿-algebra S there is a "universal ¿-derivation''

d:S—->fí(S), where Q(5) is the 5 module of ¿-differentials of S, so that

for any 5 module C the homomorphism Homs(i2(5), C)—>Der*(5, C),

f—*fd, is an isomorphism. tt(S) may be constructed explicitly as I/I2

where / is the kernel of the multiplication S<g>S—>S, and d(s) =s(g)l

— l®s.

We will use the notation of Buchsbaum [2] with the exception that

we write dim proj M for hd M. We make extensive use of the theorem :

dim proj Af+codim M = cod i m R for an R module M with dim proj M

< 00. A proof can be found in [2].

Theorem 1. Let R be Macaulay and let dim proj Q(R) = h < <*>..

(1) If X is nonsingular in codimension h at x, then fi(i?) is torsion

free.

(2) If X is nonsingular in codimension Â + 1 at x, then Q(R) is re-

flexive.

Proof. (1) As R is Macaulay codim i? = dim R and so codim Q(R)

= codim R-h = dim R-h. But if pGAss Q(R), then codim fl(ic)

g dim i?/p=dim R — height p, so height p^fe.
Now if pGAss fl(ic), then pi?PGAss(ß(i?p)). But as X is non-

singular in codimension   h at x  and  ht  t>^Ä,   Í2(i?>j) is free  and
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pGAss i?p. Thus pGAss fl(iî) implies pGAss R, i.e. Ü(R) is torsion

free.

(2) By (1), fi(i?) is torsion free. If A = 0 there is nothing to do;

otherwise A+1^2 and X is nonsingular in codimension 2 at x.

Vasconcelos [7, Theorem 1.4] gives the following criterion for re-

flexivity: If for every prime ideal q of height 1 in R, RQ is a Goren-

stein ring and, for every prime ideal p of height 2, pi?p has depth 2,

then an R module M is reflexive if and only if every R sequence of

length 2 is an M sequence. Since A is nonsingular in codimension 2

at x, this applies to R.

Let (a, b) be an R sequence. Let pGAss(í2(i?)/añ(i?)). Since a is a

regular element for fi(it),

codim ü(R)/aü(R) = codim Q(R) - 1 g dim ic/p = dim R - height p.

But codim fl(i?)=dim R — h, so height pgA-p-l. As X is regular

in codimension A + l at x, Q(RP) is free and hence Ass(i?p/ai?p)

= Ass(Q(R»)/aiî(Rp)). Thus p is an associated prime of R/aR which

does not contain b since (a, b) is an R sequence. Since b is not in any

prime ideal associated to Q(R)/aü(R), (a, b) is an il(R) sequence.

If R is not Macaulay, the methods used above give the following:

Theorem 2. Let s = Krull dimension R — codim R, and let dim

proj fi(7\) =A< oo.

(1) If X is nonsingular in codimension h+s at x, then Q,(R) is

torsion free.

(2) If X is nonsingular in codimension A+s-fT at x, then S2(i?) is

reflexive.

As a partial converse to Theorem 1, we have the following:

Theorem 3. Suppose dim proj ß(i?) < ».

(1) 7/fi(i?) is torsion free, then X is nonsingular in codimension 1

at x.

(2) 7/Q(7v) is reflexive, then X is nonsingular in codimension 2 at x.

Proof. (1) Let p be a minimal prime ideal of R. Then

dim proj ß(i?s)+codim í¿(7?,¡) = codim i?p^l. Since fi(i?p) is torsion

free, any nonzero divisor in Rf is an £2(i?p) sequence of length 1 ; thus

codim í?d = codim Í2(i?p), dim proj i2(i?o) =0 and i?$ is regular.

(2) Let p be a prime ideal of R oí height 2. Since any R9 sequence

of length ^2 is an íí(i?p) sequence of the same length, codim ti(Rt)

= codim Rt. Thus dim proj ß(i?p) = 0 and Rp is regular.

The above theorems generalize the following result of Lipman

[4, p. 896, Proposition 8.1]: If A is locally a complete intersection at
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x, then Q(i?) is torsion free if and only if X is nonsingular in codi-

mension 1 at x, and S2(i?) is reflexive if and only if X is nonsingular in

codimension 2 at x. This is the case dim proj U(R) = 1 of our theorems.

2. If R is a Macaulay ring and h=dim proj ß(i?), the proof of the

first part of Theorem 1 shows that h ^height p for p any associated

prime ideal of Q(R). Thus if X is nonsingular in codimension r at x,

and R is Macaulay, torsion in Q(R) implies dim proj Q(R)^r + l.

Alternatively if dim X = n, x is an isolated singular point and R is

Macaulay, then torsion in Ü(R) implies dim proj Í2(i?)5:w. We show

below that in "good characteristic" the quotient of a nonsingular

variety acted upon by a finite group is Macaulay. And so it follows

that torsion in ß(i?) implies dim proj Í2(i?)^dim X, where R is the

local ring of an isolated singularity on such a quotient variety.

If Spec A is a nonsingular variety over k and G is a finite group of

automorphisms of Spec A, then Spec Aa is the quotient of X by

G [3]. So we need only prove the following:

Theorem 4. If the characteristic of k is prime to the order of G and A

is a locally Macaulay ring, then Aa is a locally Macaulay ring.

Proof. In the following extension and contraction (denoted re-

spectively by a', bc) will always mean extension and contraction with

respect to the inclusion A°^>A. By the Unmixedness Theorem, it

suffices to show that an ideal of AG of height h with h generators is

unmixed, i.e. that all its associated prime ideals have the same height.

Let a be such an ideal in AG. ae also has h generators. If p is a prime

ideal of A° containing a and q is a prime ideal of A lying over p, then

q contains a". Since A is integral over A°, height p = height q so

height ae = h. Thus a" is an ideal of A of height h with h generators.

Since A is locally Macaulay ae is unmixed. But the associated prime

ideals of aec are some subset of the contractions of the associated

prime ideals of a", so aec is also unmixed. To complete the proof we

must show thataec=a. Let a = (ai, ■ ■ ■ , ah) and u = uiai+ ■ ■ ■ +uhah

Edec- Since cr(u)=u for all crEG, Uiai+ • ■ • -\-Uh.aa =

a(ui)ai+ ■ ■ ■ +<r(uh)ah so that u=u[ai-\r ■ ■ • -\-u'han where u't =

(l/g)]C«eG<r(tt,)> gis the order of G. Since u\EAa, w£ciand aec = a.

The "good characteristic" hypothesis is not irrelevant. For example

let A =k[X, Y, Z, U] where the characteristic of k is 2 and let G

= i<r) be the cyclic group of order 4, where <r acts on A by <r(A") = F,

<riY)=Z, aiZ) = U and <xiU)=X. Then Bertin [l] has shown that

Aa is not a locally Macaulay ring.

3. In [ó] Vasconcelos proved that if dim proj ß(^4)<=c  and no
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height 1 prime ideal of A annihilates an element of iï(A), then A is

integrally closed. Careful inspection of his proof reveals that he

needed only dim proj(.4)< °o and Spec A nonsingular in codimen-

sion one as hypotheses. Below we give a simpler proof of this result.

Theorem 5. Let A be a finitely generated k-domain with

dim proj &(A) < <». If Spec A is nonsingular in codimension 1, then A

is integrally closed.

Proof. By Serre's Criterion [5, Proposition 9 111-13] A is inte-

grally closed if and only if (1) Ap is a discrete valuation ring for every

minimal prime ideal p of A and (2) no prime ideal of height ^ 2 is an

associated prime ideal of any principal ideal. We need only verify the

second condition.

Suppose $EAss(A/aA) for some aG^4- Since

dim proj Q(AP) + codim ü(A9) = codim Ap = 1,

dim proj Q(AV)^1. Thus by Theorem 1, C¡(A9) is torsion free. But

then codim Çl(Aç) = l, Çl(A$) is projective and Af is a regular local

ring of dimension ^ 1. In particular height p :§ 1.
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